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Itinerary:

             

DAY 01 MANILA / SEOUL ? INCHEON                                                                                                                              (D) 

 Assemble at the airport for your departure flight to SEOUL ? Capital of South Korea. Upon arrival at the Incheon 
International Airport, meet by local representative and proceed for Beef Bulgogi dinner or similar. After dinner, transfer to 
Best Western Premier Airport Hotel or similar class for check in and overnight stay.    

DAY 02 INCHEON / NAMI ISLAND / PETITE FRANCE / SEOUL                                                                               (B/L/D) 

 Breakfast in the hotel. Morning begin sightseeing including Nami Island ? ?Winter Sonata? shooting place. A place where 
there are romances and different beauty of each season. Nami Island is located in Bangha-ri, Namsan-myeon. 
Chuncheon-si was not an island originally. It is an island of the Bukhangang River, which was made as a result of the 
construction of Cheongpyeong Dam. It?s circumference is about 6 km and its area is 430,000. There are grassplot                        
of 260,000 in the center of the island and chest nut trees and poplars around it. Chicken BBQ lunch at local restaurant. 
Then proceed to Petite France ? My Lover from the Star Shooting place. Drive back to Seoul. Pork BBQ Dinner or similar. 
After dinner, check in to Grand Ambassador Hotel or similar class.     

DAY 03 SEOUL / FRUIT FARM / EVERLAND / SEOUL                                                                                              (B/L/D) 

 After breakfast in the hotel. Morning depart for Yongin, a suburb of Seoul. On the way, we will visit a seasonal ?Fruit 
Farm? and have the chance to taste the sweetness of Korean fruits. Continue on to experience making Kimchi plus 
wearing hanbok. Arrive Everland Resort and enjoy free pass in the thrilling rides, jungle safari, a zoo and seasonal flower 
festival. Set meal lunch inside Everland. Everland is South Korea's largest theme park. It features three distinct parks and 
has strengthened its position as the leader in leisure culture, providing one of a kind pleasure and happiness to everyone 
starting from the young and elder to families and couples. Transfer back to Seoul. Ginseng chicken soup dinner. Overnight 
at Grand Ambassador Hotel or similar class.     

DAY 04 SEOUL / GANGHWA / SEOUL                                                                                                                       (B/L/D) 

 Breakfast in the hotel. Morning proceed to Ganghwa Island and visit the Ganghwa Seaside Resort including one way 
Gondola and experience the Luge Ride. Luge, a non powered wheel sled racing down the sloped track. The directions and 
speed of the luge can be freely adjusted and everyone can enjoy it.  Then return to Seoul and visit cosmetic shop followed 
by Kyungbok Palace (Visit Changdeok Palace every Tuesday). Kyungbok Palace is the Palace of the King?s Residence 
during the Joseon Dynasty. Built in 1392 by King Taejo, but in its long history damaged and rebuilt quite often. The present 
structure dates back to the end of the 19-th century. The walled grounds contains some very beautiful pagodas that were 
brought from all over the country mostly during the Japanese occupation. Next visit the National Folk Museum of Korea 
which is a national museum of South Korea. 
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 It is situated on the grounds of the Gyeongbok Palace and uses replicas of historical objects to illustrate the folk history 
of the Korean people. Korean Traditional Set Menu for lunch. Then pass by Blue House followed by visit to Duty Free 
Shop. Balance of the afternoon is free time shopping at Myeongdong Street (if time permits). Myeong-dong is Seoul?s 
shopping mecca and also a center of commerce, banking and culture. For shoppers there is a mixture of street stalls and 
retail outlets selling everything from high fashion to casual attire as well as many Korean cosmetics stores offering                  
high-quality products at competitive prices. Todai Buffet or similar for dinner. Overnight at Grand Ambassador Hotel or 
similar class.  

DAY 05   SEOUL CITY TOUR ? INCHEON / MANILA                                                                                                     (B/L) 

 Breakfast in the hotel. Check out from hotel and continue our city tour including visit to Ginseng Center (or Red Pine) 
and amethyst factory. Then visit to N Seoul Tower with Lift (observatory) ? A symbol of Seoul and an ideal spot                        
for viewing Seoul at a glance + Hello Kitty Island and Trick Eye + Ice Museum. Maru Shabu for lunch or similar.               
Afterwards transfer to Incheon International Airport to take the flight back to Manila with stop at Korean Food and Souvenir 
Supermarket.

***END OF TOUR***

LEGEND: B ? Breakfast  L ? Lunch  D ? Dinner 
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  TOUR CONDITIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

PACIFIC HOLIDAYS, its agent and offices and/or supplier of services pursuant to or in connections with each itinerary shall act only as agent of the tour 
members, in making arrangements for hotels, transportation, restaurants or any other services and do not assume any liability whatsoever for any injury, 
damages, loss, accident, or delay to person or property due to an act of default of any hotel, carrier, restaurant or company rendering any of the services 
included in the tour, or by force majeure. Furthermore, no responsibilit ies are accepted for any damage or delay due to sickness, pilferage, labor disputes, 
machinery breakdown, quarantine government restraints, weather or other causes beyond their personal control. No responsibility is accepted for any 
additional expenses, omissions, delays, rerouting, or other events resulting from improper health certificates or documents or acts of any government or 
authority. The right is reserved to refuse to retain any member of the group should circumstances so demand. In the event of unforeseen conditions, Pacific 
Holidays reserves the right to alter it ineraries; substitute scheduled sightseeing; lengthen or shorten itineraries, and in such cases, cost adjustment, higher 
or lower, will be fairly prorated. The right is reserved to substitute hotels for hotels in similar categories. Pacific Holidays reserves the right to cancel any 
tour prior to departure at which time the entire payment will be refunded without further obligation on the part of the Company. In canceling after a tour 
begins due to illness or other imperative reasons, Pacific Holidays will refund payment after deductions of all services rendered and surcharges imposed by 
hotels/ land portion and after deduction of refund charges of airlines. But there will be no refund for an absence of less than three nights or for missing 
occasional sightseeing or meals. Tour Members are held responsible for being in sufficient good health before undertaking the tour. The payment for a 
reservation on a tour shall constitute consent to all provisions in the Conditions List as published herein. 

AIRLINE CLAUSE : Airlines concerned are not to be held responsible for any act omission, or event during the time passengers are not aboard their aircraft. 
The passage contract in use by the airline, when issued, shall constitute the sole contract between airline and the passenger. This tour may be sold in 
conjunction with the service of any IATA or non IATA airline. Airline schedules are subject to changes without notice.

Ser ies of  2020 

             

REMARKS:  
~RATE IS EXCLUDED OF AIRLINE TAX, PH TAX, VISA HANDLING FEE &  TIPPING FOR THE GUIDE AND DRIVER
~FOR MORE DETAILS KINDLY COORDINATE WITH OUR TRAVEL SALES CONSULTANT
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